JAPAN HAS NOT THE RESOURCES TO FIGHT BRITAIN AND AMERICA

Why is it that Japanese troops in New Guinea are getting such poor support from the Japanese air force?

It is the inevitable result of the growth of Australian and American air strength due to the greater potential of production in Britain and the U.S.A. The output of aeroplanes and other war material has made an enormous leap forward since Pearl Harbour. The supply of planes to the Allied air forces is already having its effect - SOON THE BURNING STREAM OF OUTRAGED DEMOCRACY WILL BECOME A RAGING TORRENT OF FIRE THAT WILL SIZZLE THE JAPANESE ARMY TO THE BONE! (suitable Japanese metaphor).

Why is it that the Japanese troops in New Guinea are receiving such poor support from their Navy, resulting in their supplies becoming short, and a shortage of food?

The reason is that the Japanese Navy has deserted them to concentrate in the Solomons where it is being battered by the American Navy and Air Force. Thus the sea-ways that are its supply line cannot be kept continuously open against attacks by the enemy.

Miscalculation of your leaders is leading you into misery and defeat!
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